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value and depth of his work, and the need for
airmen today to become familiar with his
thought. The progressive development of air
power to the point where, today, it is more
correct to refer to aerospace power has not
outdated the notions of Douhet in the slightest
In fact, in many ways, the kinds of technological
capabilities that we enjoy as a global air power
provider attest to the breadth of his vision.
Douhet, together with Hugh “Boom” Trenchard
of Great Britain and William “Billy” Mitchell of
the United States, is justly recognized as one of
the three great spokesmen of the early air power
era. This reprint is offered in the spirit of
continuing the dialogue that Douhet himself so
perceptively began with the first edition of this
book, published in 1921. Readers may well find
much that they disagree with in this book, but
also much that is of enduring value. The vital
necessity of Douhet’s central vision-that
command of the air is all important in modern
warfare-has been proven throughout the history
of wars in this century, from the fighting over
the Somme to the air war over Kuwait and Iraq.
China Inside Out - Pál Nyiri 2005-03-10
The "war on terror" has generated a scramble
for expertise on Islamic or Asian "culture" and
revived support for area studies, but it has done
so at the cost of reviving the kinds of dangerous
generalizations that area studies have rightly
been accused of. This book provides a muchneeded perspective on area studies, a

Weapons of Choice - John Birmingham
2006-12-07
The impossible has spawned the unthinkable. In
2021, a quantum military experiment goes
horrifically wrong. A multinational taskforce of
ultra-modern warships is suddenly transported
back in time to 1942� right into the path of the
US naval battle group bound for Midway Atoll.
History is rewritten in an instant as the future
smashes into the past, and high-tech hardware
goes head to head with World War Two
technology. In the chaos that ensues, thousands
are killed, but the maelstrom has only just
begun. The veterans of Pearl Harbour have
never seen a helicopter, or a cruise missile - let
alone nanotechnology, ceramic bullets, and F22
Raptor stealth jetfighters. Allied and Axis forces
are then caught in a desperate struggle to gain
the upper hand - each hoping to tip the balance
with a fist full of twenty first century firepower.
What happens next is anybody's guess � and
everybody's nightmare�
Command Of The Air - General Giulio Douhet
2014-08-15
In the pantheon of air power spokesmen, Giulio
Douhet holds center stage. His writings, more
often cited than perhaps actually read, appear as
excerpts and aphorisms in the writings of
numerous other air power spokesmen,
advocates-and critics. Though a highly
controversial figure, the very controversy that
surrounds him offers to us a testimonial of the
jet-fighters-inside-out-weapons-of-war
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perspective that is attentive to both
manifestations of "traditional culture" and the
new global relationships in which they are being
played out. The authors shake off the shackles of
the orientalist legacy but retain a close reading
of local processes. They challenge the
boundaries of China and question its study from
different perspectives, but believe that area
studies have a role to play if their geographies
are studied according to certain common
problems.In the case of China, the book shows
the diverse array of critical but solidly grounded
research approaches that can be used in
studying a society. Its approach neither
trivializes nor dismisses the elusive effects of
culture, and it pays attention to both the state
and the multiplicity of voices that challenge it.
Naval Anti-Aircraft Guns and Gunnery Norman Friedman 2014-02-15
This book does for naval anti-aircraft defense
what FriedmanÕs Naval Firepower did for
surface gunnery Ð it makes a highly complex but
historically crucial subject accessible to the
layman. It traces the growing aerial threat from
its inception in WWI and the response of each of
the major navies down to the end of WWII,
highlighting in particular the underestimated
danger from dive-bombing. The work considers
what effective AA fire-control required, and how
well each navyÕs systems actually worked,
analyzing the weapons, how they were placed on
ships, and how this reflected the tactical
concepts of naval AA defense. All important
guns, directors and electronics are represented
in close-up photos and drawings, and lengthy
appendices detail their technical data. It is,
simply, another superb contribution to naval
technical history by its leading exponent.
Early US Jet Fighters - Tony Buttler 2013
A fascinating, highly illustrated insight into early
post-war jet fighter development by an expert
aviation historian and author, Early US Jet
Fighters is set to become a standard reference.
Rogue War - Bill Kellan 2009-09-01
With stealth aircraft and ultra high-tech fighting
vehicles, the Strikemasters go after the agents
of genocide in Africa—without the backing of the
U.S. government. When a group of terrorists
threaten to attack, the government offers to
pardon them in exchange for tracking the
criminals down. But the terrorists’ trail may lead
jet-fighters-inside-out-weapons-of-war

the Strikemasters right back home...
An Illustrated History of the Weapons of
World War Two - Donald Sommerville 2011
Offers a comprehensive guide to the military
weapons used in World War Two.
Military Aircraft - Paul Dowswell 2004-12-14
Jet fighters, bombers, helicipters, jump jets aircrafts have had an enormous impact on the
way military service has been carried out over
the past century. In this book you will learn how
they have developed over time and take a look at
some of the world's most amazing vehicles.
War for the Hell of It - Ed Cobleigh 2016-05-03
What's it like to fight an unwinnable war? What's
Mach 2? What does night ground attack feel
like? How was the Phantom to fly? It's all here,
the sights, sounds, smells, violence, political
frustrations, the terror and triumph of survival
in the sky over Vietnam. Death in the air but
exotic pleasures available back on base in
Thailand. Live it n
Military History - DK 2012-10-01
The world's weaponry is showcased inside this
spectacular visual guide. From the spears and
swords of ancient times to the guns and
grenades of modern warfare, 5,000 years of
weaponry are explored and explained in
unprecedented detail. Military History profiles
key arms and armaments and conveys
technologies and tactics across hundreds of
pages of dramatic photography and accessible
text. Find out how war is waged between
battleships at sea, tanks on the battlefield, and
fighter planes in the skies. Climb siege towers,
drive chariots, enter medieval fortresses, fly
unmanned drones, and detect stealth bombers.
You will also experience virtual tours of iconic
vehicles, including the T-34 Tank, the Lockheed
F-117 Stealth Bomber, and the AH-64 Apache
helicopter. And discover the leaders, battles, and
weapons of war that have changed the course of
history, and understand the lasting impact of
global conflicts. This complete history of
weaponry is essential reading for military
enthusiasts of all ages.
Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: Chapters I
through VIII - 1991
Jet Fighters - Jim Winchester 2011-12-15
Presents illustrations, historical notes, facts, and
specifications for jet fighters, ranging from the
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earliest designs of the mid twentieth century to
some of the most modern fighters in use today.
A History of Air Warfare - John Andreas Olsen
2010
An overview of air power's history and
effectiveness, by the top experts in the field
The World's Most Powerful Military Aircraft Thomas Newdick 2016-12-15
Ever since man first took to the air, combat
aircraft have been at the cutting edge of aviation
technology, resulting in some of the greatest and
most complex designs ever built. The World’s
Greatest Military Aircraft features 52 of the
most important military aircraft of the last
hundred years, including everything from
biplane fighters and carrier aircraft to tactical
bombers, transport aircraft, multirole fighters,
strategic strike aircraft, and stealth bombers.
Each entry includes a brief description of the
model’s development and history, a profile view,
key features, and specifications. Packed with
more than 200 artworks and photographs, this is
a colorful guide for the military aviation
enthusiast.
Jet Fighters Inside Out - 2014-10-01
Illustrated with detailed artworks and full-color
photographs, Jet Fighters Inside Out is a
comprehensive study of key air superiority and
ground attack aircraft developed since World
War II. Arranged chronologically, each aircraft
has a cutaway artwork labelled with key items of
interest, and accompanying photographs
showing both the aircraft's cockpit and exterior
in detail, from every angle. With detailed
specifications for each fighter aircraft, all the
major types are featured, including the Phantom
II, MiG-21 and F-22 Raptor, making Jet Fighters
Inside Out an essential reference guide for
modellers and aviation enthusiasts.
Boyd - Robert Coram 2002-11-21
John Boyd may be the most remarkable unsung
hero in all of American military history. Some
remember him as the greatest U.S. fighter pilot
ever -- the man who, in simulated air-to-air
combat, defeated every challenger in less than
forty seconds. Some recall him as the father of
our country's most legendary fighter aircraft -the F-15 and F-16. Still others think of Boyd as
the most influential military theorist since Sun
Tzu. They know only half the story. Boyd, more
than any other person, saved fighter aviation
jet-fighters-inside-out-weapons-of-war

from the predations of the Strategic Air
Command. His manual of fighter tactics changed
the way every air force in the world flies and
fights. He discovered a physical theory that
forever altered the way fighter planes were
designed. Later in life, he developed a theory of
military strategy that has been adopted
throughout the world and even applied to
business models for maximizing efficiency. And
in one of the most startling and unknown stories
of modern military history, the Air Force fighter
pilot taught the U.S. Marine Corps how to fight
war on the ground. His ideas led to America's
swift and decisive victory in the Gulf War and
foretold the terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001. On a personal level, Boyd rarely met a
general he couldn't offend. He was loud,
abrasive, and profane. A man of daring,
ferocious passion and intractable stubbornness,
he was that most American of heroes -- a rebel
who cared not for his reputation or fortune but
for his country. He was a true patriot, a man
who made a career of challenging the
shortsighted and self-serving Pentagon
bureaucracy. America owes Boyd and his
disciples -- the six men known as the "Acolytes" - a great debt. Robert Coram finally brings to
light the remarkable story of a man who
polarized all who knew him, but who left a
legacy that will influence the military -- and all of
America -- for decades to come . . .
Tornado Boys - Ian Hall 2016-08-05
Tornado Boys is the latest in the ever-popular
‘Boys’ series, and differs from earlier titles. With
the introduction of female pilots to the RAF in
1994, the Tornado was the first aircraft to be
flown by both men and women. This is
acknowledged in the book with a chapter written
by one female pilot. Another aspect that makes
this book different from the rest of the series is
that it covers an aircraft which is still in active
service, especially as a key player in current
Middle East operations. With focus on the
GR1/GR4 versions of the Tornado, readers will
enjoy fascinating insights on what it is like to
operate this bomber/reconnaissance aircraft
against the backdrop of modern-day scenarios.
The book starts in the 1970s with stories from
operators and ground crew of the Tornado as a
Cold War nuclear deterrent and with tales of
later ‘hot’ wars as seen by operational leaders in
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both Gulf conflicts and in Kosovo. There are also
stories of Scud hunting in Iraq and Red Flag
exercises in the US, as well as of a stunning
competition victory over the USAF’s Strategic
Air Command in their own backyard. The shortlived anti-shipping role is not neglected. With
the transformation of the Tornado to the GR4
standard, the book continues with chapters
covering active service in support of Britain’s
increasingly complex international commitments
and the employment of new weaponry and
sensors. All in all, through the eyes of men and
women who have operated this extraordinary
aircraft, the volume presents an entertaining
and illuminating series of tales and anecdotes.
These light and informative stories come from
those who were proud to serve on and loved to
operate the impressively versatile Tornado.
The Pentagon Wars - James G. Burton 1993
From the late 1960s through the mid-1980s, a
small band of military activists waged war
against corruption in the Pentagon, challenging
a system they believed squandered the public's
money and trust. This book examines that
movement and its proponents and describes how
the system responded to their criticisms.
American Military Aviation - Charles Joseph
Gross 2002
Discusses major developments in aircraft,
doctrine, training, and operations. The author
also provides discussions of airlife, in-flight
refueling, military budgets, industry, and interservice squabbling. He deftly sketches the
evolution of the air arms of each of the different
services and provides clear analyisis of military
budgets.
12 Seconds of Silence - Jamie Holmes 2020
The riveting story of the American scientists,
tinkerers, and nerds who solved one of the
biggest puzzles of World War II--and developed
one of the most powerful weapons of the war 12
Seconds of Silence is the remarkable, lost story
of how a ragtag group of American scientists
overcame one of the toughest problems of World
War II: shooting things out of the sky. Working
in a secretive organization known as Section T, a
team of physicists, engineers, and everyday Joes
and Janes took on a devilish challenge. To help
the Allies knock airplanes out of the air, they
created one of the world's first "smart weapons."
Against overwhelming odds and in a race against
jet-fighters-inside-out-weapons-of-war

time, mustering every scrap of resource,
ingenuity, and insight, the scientists of Section T
would eventually save countless lives, rescue the
city of London from the onslaught of a Nazi
superweapon, and help bring about the Axis
defeat. A holy grail sought after by Allied and
Axis powers alike, their unlikely innovation
ranks with the atomic bomb as one of the most
revolutionary technologies of the Second World
War. Until now, their tale was largely untold.
For fans of Erik Larson and Ben Macintyre, set
amidst the fog of espionage, dueling spies, and
the dawn of an age when science would
determine the fate of the world,12 Seconds of
Silence is a tribute to the extraordinary wartime
mobilization of American science and the
ultimate can-do story.
Topgun - Brad Elward 2020-07-28
This book provides a unique, illustrated history
of the US Navy Fighter Weapons School's 50year history. Currently located at Naval Air
Station Fallon, Nevada, TOPGUN was formed in
late 1968 at Naval Air Station Miramar,
California, to create a graduate-level course in
fighter tactics for Navy pilots deploying to
Vietnam. Before TOPGUN, Navy F-4 Phantom II
fighter crews in Vietnam managed only a 2.5:1
kill ratio versus Soviet-built MiG-17 and MiG-21
fighters: after TOPGUN formed, the community
tallied a 12.5:1 kill ratio. Since then, TOPGUN
has become the standard-bearer of Navy fighter
and strike fighter tactics and training and is
recognized worldwide as a center of excellence.
TOPGUN's tactics and pilot training are
explained, as well as changes and developments
throughout the years to the present day. All
aircraft flown at TOPGUN since its founding are
also shown, including A-4 Skyhawk, T-38A/B
Talon, F-5E/F Tiger II, F-16N Viper, F-14A
Tomcat, F/A-18 Hornet, F-16A/B Falcon, and
F/A-18E/F Super Hornet.
Military Jets Up Close - Robert Jackson
2015-12-15
Thrilling 360-degree views of more than fifty of
the most advanced fighter jets in the world
decorate the pages of this visual treasure. Each
military jet is shown in seven views-including left
and right profiles, top and front views, and rear
and bottom shots-revealing all the mechanisms
that make these aircraft vroom. Accompanying
each of these stunning illustrations is an
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informed description of the fighter in question
and complete specs for the more advanced
aviation fan. This striking title is sure to excite
model kit fans and aspiring aviators alike.
The American Aircraft Factory in World War II Bill Yenne 2006
Few, if any, industrial phenomena have been as
dramatic as the United States mid-20th-century
shift from peacetime manufacturing to wartime
production. While the years 1939 to 1945 saw
explosive growth in the manufacture of every
type of armament imaginable, none was more
emblematic of the industrial climate than the
proliferation of aircraft factories. Zeroing in on
the crux of the American military-industrial
complex at a critical moment, this volume
documents the production of legendary fighters
and bombers by companies like Boeing, North
American, Curtiss, Consolidated, Douglas,
Grumman, and Lockheed. It was a production
unmatched by the Axis powers or any other
country, and a crucial part of why the allies won
the war. Illustrated with 175 period photographs
- including 50 rare color photos never before
seen in print - The American Aircraft Factory in
World War II conveys the incredible acceleration
of aviation technology that took place during this
period. Author Bill Yenne considers the various
prewar governmental acts that got the plants
rolling, as well as the notable gender shift that
occurred on factory floors as women entered the
work force like never before. He also describes
the construction of megafactories like Willow
Run, factory-design considerations, and the
postwar conversion back to peacetime
production. This beautiful coffee table book is an
essential part of any World War II history buff's
collection, and is a tribute to the veterans of the
war - on the fighting and home fronts - who
helped build and fly these amazing aircraft that
would change the world forever.
U.S. Military Assault Vehicles - Carol Shank
2012-07
Explains what military assault vehicles are, why
they are important, and explains how some
specific assault vehicles work.
Inside Out: Final Conflict - James A. Gauthier,
J.D. 2014-06-03
Inside Out- Final Conflict is the third book in a
trilogy that focuses on holding governments
accountable. Domestic and foreign governments
jet-fighters-inside-out-weapons-of-war

absorb countries to become super powers that
wield nuclear weapons as tools for imperialistic
motives. Jeff and Ann develop what the
Department of Homeland Security describes as a
super weapon of mass destruction and removes
all stops to acquire Seeker for Homeland
Security's' use as an offensive weapon. Ann, with
her daughters, Annie and Hope, redefine Seeker
and the system becomes Destiny, the 'new
sheriff in town'. Destiny is selectively used to
stop world aggression resulting in Homeland
Security relentlessly pursuing Ann and Jeff once
again to steal the Seeker weapon. Homeland
Security agents drive through the Academy
fences crushing Jeff and Ann under the weight of
the fence and vehicle while a second vehicle
drives through another fence section and kills
three Academy children and two parents. The
Homeland Security agents make no apologies
and hold themselves to be above the law when
they act in the name of national security. Jeff
and Ann survive and bring an end to world
aggression and imperialism by all of the
superpowers. Destiny temporarily shuts down
the Internet and email capabilities while she
uploads herself into the Internet and every
computer that accesses the Internet. The seed
for further action is planted with the hope that
all countries will begin to respect the rights and
liberties of other countries. If not, then Destiny
will be back.
Raising Strong Daughters From the Inside Out Diana DeLaHaye LMHC 2015-08-18
This book will help you raise a strong and
empowered daughter who can speak up and
stand up for herself in her life. It will help you
help her to feel smart, brave and spirited. You
will be a role model to help her know always that
girls are equal to boys as human beings and that
she should never feel less than.
The Story of Modern Weapons and Warfare Will Fowler 2011-08-15
Presents a history of weapons and examines how
they have evolved into the weapons used today.
Barry M. Goldwater Range (BMGR),
Renewal of the Barry M. Goldwater Range
Land Withdrawal, Legislative EIS - 1999
Topgun - Dan Pedersen 2019-03-05
NATIONAL BESTSELLER "If you loved the
movie, you will love the real story in the book." -5/8
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Fox & Friends On the 50th anniversary of the
creation of the "Topgun" Navy Fighter School,
its founder shares the remarkable inside story of
how he and eight other risk-takers
revolutionized the art of aerial combat. When
American fighter jets were being downed at an
unprecedented rate during the Vietnam War, the
U.S. Navy turned to a young lieutenant
commander, Dan Pedersen, to figure out a way
to reverse their dark fortune. On a shoestring
budget and with little support, Pedersen picked
eight of the finest pilots to help train a new
generation to bend jets like the F-4 Phantom to
their will and learn how to dogfight all over
again. What resulted was nothing short of a
revolution -- one that took young American pilots
from the crucible of combat training in the
California desert to the blistering skies of
Vietnam, in the process raising America's Navy
combat kill ratio from two enemy planes downed
for every American plane lost to more than 22 to
1. Topgun emerged not only as an icon of
America's military dominance immortalized by
Hollywood but as a vital institution that would
shape the nation's military strategy for
generations to come. Pedersen takes readers on
a colorful and thrilling ride -- from Miramar to
Area 51 to the decks of aircraft carriers in war
and peace-through a historic moment in air
warfare. He helped establish a legacy that was
built by him and his "Original Eight" -- the best
of the best -- and carried on for six decades by
some of America's greatest leaders. Topgun is a
heartfelt and personal testimony to patriotism,
sacrifice, and American innovation and daring.
Army of None: Autonomous Weapons and
the Future of War - Paul Scharre 2018-04-24
"The book I had been waiting for. I can't
recommend it highly enough." —Bill Gates The
era of autonomous weapons has arrived. Today
around the globe, at least thirty nations have
weapons that can search for and destroy enemy
targets all on their own. Paul Scharre, a leading
expert in next-generation warfare, describes
these and other high tech weapons
systems—from Israel’s Harpy drone to the
American submarine-hunting robot ship Sea
Hunter—and examines the legal and ethical
issues surrounding their use. “A smart primer to
what’s to come in warfare” (Bruce Schneier),
Army of None engages military history, global
jet-fighters-inside-out-weapons-of-war

policy, and cutting-edge science to explore the
implications of giving weapons the freedom to
make life and death decisions. A former soldier
himself, Scharre argues that we must embrace
technology where it can make war more precise
and humane, but when the choice is life or
death, there is no replacement for the human
heart.
The Big Book of X-Bombers & X-Fighters - Steve
Pace 2016-03-15
They're all here--every X-bomber and X-fighter
since 1942. On October 2, 1942, the Bell XP-59
Airacomet soared up and away from present-day
Edwards AFB, launching the US Army Air Forces
into the Jet Age. In the several decades since,
hundreds of new variations of experimental and
test turbojet-powered bombers and fighters--Xbombers and X-fighters--have taken explosive
flight. These aircraft blazed a trail leading to
today's B-2 Stealth Bomber and F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter. The Big Book of X-Bombers & XFighters showcases all of the USAF jet-powered
X-bombers and X-fighters that have flown since
1942--more than 90 in all, including the alphabet
soup of their variants. From experimental to
prototype service bombers and fighters--from
the XB-43 to the B-2A and the XP-59A to the
F-35A--they're all here, with their inside stories
revealed. Some of these aircraft were further
developed. Others were canceled. All stretched
the performance and design envelopes. More
than 250 photos illustrate all of these
experimental aircrafts' cutting-edge features and
zeroes in on histories of their design, flight
testing, and weapons testing. Specification
tables detailing performance, design, and
armaments help round out this compendium of
information on truly groundbreaking aviation
designs. X-bombers and X-fighters in The Big
Book of X-Bombers & X-Fighters include: Bell
P-59 Airacomet Republic P/F-84 Thunderjet
Douglas B-43 Jetmaster North American B-45
Tornado Boeing B-47 Stratojet Curtiss P/F-87
Blackhawk McDonnell P/F-85 Goblin Convair
P/F-92 "Dart" Northrop F-17 Cobra Boeing B-1
Lancer And all the rest! Specifications included
for each aircraft include: Length Height
Wingspan Empty weight Gross weight Maximum
range Ceiling Maximum speed Armament In
addition, veteran aviation author Steve Pace
shows readers some of the designs that could
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have been and offers a peek into what might be
lurking in the future, making this the definitive
guide to USAF jet-powered experimental
aircraft!
U.S. Military Fighter Planes - Barbara Alpert
2012-07
Explains what military fighter planes are, why
they are important, and explains how some
specific fighter planes work.
Military Jets - Jim Winchester 2019-06-04
Illustrated with detailed artworks and color
photographs, Military Jets is a comprehensive
study of key air superiority and ground attack
aircraft developed since World War II. This
essential guide to all the most important jet
fighter aircraft from 1945 to the present is a
must-have for aviation enthusiasts and modelers.
Arranged chronologically, each plane has a
cutaway artwork labeled with key items of
interest, and accompanying photographs
showing both the aircraft's cockpit and exterior
from every angle. All the major types, including
the Phantom II, MiG-21, and F-22 Raptor, appear
with detailed specifications.
Scream of Eagles - Robert K. Wilcox 2005-03
The author of Wings of Fury chronicles the
history of the U.S. Navy's Fighter Weapons
School known as Top Gun and describes how its
naval aviators played pivotal roles in the
Vietnam War and ultimately won the air battles
of the conflict. Reissue.
Aircraft Anatomy of World War II - Paul Eden
2016-01-25
Full specifications for each aircraft including
dimensions, powerplant, weight, performance,
and armament.
Jet Girl - Caroline Johnson 2019-11-05
A fresh, unique insider’s view of what it’s like to
be a woman aviator in today’s US Navy—from
pedicures to parachutes, friendship to firefights.
Caroline Johnson was an unlikely aviation
candidate. A tall blonde debutante from
Colorado, she could have just as easily gone into
fashion or filmmaking, and yet she went on to
become an F/A-18 Super Hornet Weapons
System Officer. She was one of the first women
to fly a combat mission over Iraq since 2011, and
one of the first women to drop bombs on ISIS.
Jet Girl tells the remarkable story of the women
fighting at the forefront in a military system that
allows them to reach the highest peaks, and yet
jet-fighters-inside-out-weapons-of-war

is in many respects still a fraternity. Johnson
offers an insider’s view on the fascinating,
thrilling, dangerous and, at times, glamorous
world of being a naval aviator. This is a comingof age story about a young college-aged woman
who draws strength from a tight knit group of
friends, called the Jet Girls, and struggles with
all the ordinary problems of life: love, work,
catty housewives, father figures, make-up,
wardrobe, not to mention being put into harm’s
way daily with terrorist groups such as ISIS and
world powers such as Russia and Iran. Some of
the most memorable parts of the book are about
real life in training, in the air and in
combat—how do you deal with having to pee in a
cockpit the size of a bumper car going 600 miles
an hour? Not just a memoir, this book also aims
to change the conversation and to inspire and
attract the next generation of men and women
who are tempted to explore a life of adventure
and service.
America's Army and the Language of Grunts
- E. Kelly Taylor 2009-11-12
a powerful sketch of America's Soldiers depicted
in their unique lingo legacy a fascinating array
of cultural jargon based on a proud history and
known as the language of Grunts compelling
leadership lessons built on a legacy fashioned by
Warriors, celebrated by Veterans, shared with
families, and intriguing to citizens Americans
share the pride of ownership -all contributing to
the rich cultural lingo of our Nation's Army a
timely insight into America's Army and her
Citizen Soldiers, viewed through a proud legacy
of lingo steeped in tradition and filled with
contemporary influences the old, and the new
Allied Aircraft of World War II - Christopher
Chant 2014
"The material in this volume has previously
appeared in: The essential aircraft identification
guide: Allied fighters 1939-45 and The essential
aircraft identification guide: Allied bombers
1939-45"--Title page verso.
Merchant of Death - Douglas Farah 2007-07-09
Praise for Merchant of Death "A riveting
investigation of the world's most notorious arms
dealer--a page-turner that digs deep into the
amazing, murky story of Viktor Bout. Farah and
Braun have exposed the inner workings of one of
the world's most secretive businesses--the
international arms trade." —Peter L. Bergen,
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author of The Osama bin Laden I Know "Viktor
Bout is like Osama bin Laden: a major target of
U.S. intelligence officials who time and again
gets away. Farah and Braun have skillfully
documented how this notorious arms dealer has
stoked violence around the world and thwarted
international sanctions. Even more appalling,
they show how Bout ended up getting millions of
dollars in U.S. government money to assist the
war in Iraq. A truly impressive piece of
investigative reporting." —Michael Isikoff,
coauthor of Hubris: The Inside Story of Spin,
Scandal, and the Selling of the Iraq War
"Douglas Farah and Stephen Braun are two of
the toughest investigative reporters in the
country. This is an important book about a
hidden world of gunrunning and profiteering in
some of the world's poorest countries." —Steve
Coll, author of Ghost Wars: The Secret History of
the CIA, Afghanistan, and bin Laden, from the
Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 "In
Merchant of Death, two of America's finest
reporters have performed a major public service,
turning over the right rocks that reveal the
brutal international arms business at the dawn
of the twenty-first century. In Viktor Bout, they
have given us a new Lord of War, a man who
knows no side but his own, and who has a knack
for turning up in every war zone just in time to
turn a profit. As Farah and Braun uncover and
document his troubling role in the Bush
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Administration's Global War on Terror, his ties
to Washington almost seem inevitable." —James
Risen, author of State of War: The Secret
History of the CIA and the Bush Administration
"An extraordinary and timely piece of
investigative reporting, Merchant of Death is
also a vividly compelling read. The true story of
Viktor Bout, a sociopathic Russian gunrunner
who has supplied weapons for use in some of the
most gruesome conflicts of modern times--and
who can count amongst his clients both the
former Taliban regime in Afghanistan and the
U.S. military in Iraq--is a stomach-churning
indictment of the policy failures and moral
contradictions of the world's most powerful
governments, including that of the United
States." —Jon Lee Anderson, author of The Fall
of Baghdad Two respected journalists tell the
incredible story of Viktor Bout, the Russian
weapons supplier whose global network has
changed the way modern warfare is fought.
Bout’s vast enterprise of guns, planes, and
money has fueled internecine slaughter in Africa
and aided both militant Islamic fanatics in
Afghanistan and the American military in Iraq.
This book combines spy thrills with crucial
insights on the shortcomings of a U.S. foreign
policy that fails to confront the lucrative and
lethal arms trade that erodes global security.
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